
PRODUCTION SCHEDULE & WORKFLOW 
 
NOTES & ASSUMPTIONS 
Schedule is over 18 months, aka 78 weeks. Skilled labour is required, so this schedule also 
allows for some of the animators engaged on the project to be doing this around other work, or 
in the case of emerging animators, possibly around their post-secondary schooling. This 
schedule is also based on the 60-minute web series that upon completion will take took Denver 
8 months to produce. Animation is a time intensive process, so we will need the full amount of 
time. Here’s how it will break down. 
 
PRE-PRODUCTION (8 Weeks) 
 

1 Storyboarding Financing   
2     
3     
4  Crewing Casting  
5     
6     
7     
8     

 
 
Financing (2 weeks) Execute agreements with Telefilm and other financiers, move 

initial drawdown funds to production.   
 
Storyboarding (8 weeks) The film will undergo an extensive storyboarding process similar 

to the approach used by Pixar, in which the entire film is 
storyboarded. As they work, storyboard artists are encouraged to 
enhance what is in the screenplay and discover opportunities for 
improvement. Those storyboards are then edited with temp 
voices into a complete story reel of the film. In this form, the story 
can be tested, the script can undergo edits and polishes, and the 
storyboards and story reel can be revised until the story pops and 
resonates throughout. The animators will know exactly what is 
needed for every scene before production begins, as well as the 
director’s vision for every composition in the film. 

 
Crewing (5 weeks) We will identify and hire animators, background painters, 

modellers, and colourists.  
 
Casting (5 weeks) Cast and contract all voice actors. 
 
 



PRODUCTION (54 weeks) 
 
Note: Scale in chart has changed to 2 weeks per row for production. 
 

10 Backgrounds 3-D Modelling   
12     
14 Layout    
16 Animation  Background   
18   Painting  
20  Colouring   
22     
24     
26     
28     
30     
32     
34     
36     
38     
40     
42     
44     
46     
48     
50     
52     
54     
56     
58 Looping    
60     
62     

 
Backgrounds (4 weeks) The story reel will be broken down per scene, and then the 

backgrounds of each scene will be roughly sketched with rough 
frames of character animation to achieve composition and layout. 

 
Layout (2 weeks) Layout is basically a template for each shot. With the rough 

backgrounds sketches locked, artists can begin painting each 
background and animators can begin animating the characters. 

 
3-D Modelling (6 weeks) 3-D models for vehicles, complex objects, and environmental 

moves will be made. 
 



Animation (42 weeks) At least two animators will be hired. Each animator will be given 
specific characters to keep performances consistent.  Rough 
animation will be handed in for clean-up, and clean-up artists will 
ink the rough animated frames to be taken to colour. 

 
Colouring (44 weeks) This process will be on and off as needed during production. 

Characters and props will be coloured as inked frames are 
submitted. 

 
Background Painting Backgrounds will be painted in detail by dedicated painters. 
(28 weeks) 
 
Looping (6 weeks) Voice cast will be rehearsed, directed, and recorded after the 

animation process. 
 
 
POST-PRODUCTION (16 Weeks) 
 

63 Editing    
64     
65     
66 Colouring Scoring Sound Design Contacting 
67 VFX & Compositing   Distributors 
68    & Festivals 
69     
70     
71     
72     
73 Sound Editing    
74 & Mixing    
75     
76     
77 Versioning DCP Creation   
78  & Masters   

 
Editing (3 weeks) As final animations are completed, they are placed over top of 

their rough counterparts in the story reel, and the film is 
assembled. In animating the film, shots and characters are 
created for their potential maximum amount of screen time, so 
editing for rhythm, pacing, emotion, and story is still an essential 
part of the process, although it is essentially only fine-tuning.  

 



Colouring (1 week) Although the film is painted and coloured in production, it can still 
require refining when put together in the edit. Once we have 
picture lock, the film will undergo colour correction as any live 
action film would, although it will not be as intensive a process. 

 
Scoring (8 weeks) Although the composer will be working on motifs and themes 

during production (based on the storyboard animatic), they will 
be composing and recording the final score to the locked cut of 
the produced feature. 

 
Sound Design (11 weeks) Unlike a live action film, every sound in the film must be identified 

and recorded. Special effect elements must be unique and 
created from scratch. 

 
Contacting Distributors We will begin showing the locked cut with temp score to 
(13 weeks) distributors and submitting to festivals. 
 
VFX and Compositing  Atmospheric effects such as rain, smoke, and lighting will be 
(6 weeks) created and composited into the action.  

 
Sound Editing and Mixing The sound design will need to be largely completed before the  
(4 weeks) sound editing and mixing can begin. 
 
Versioning (2 weeks) CCSL, Closed Captioning, Described Video, and Subtitles. 
 
Masters & DCP Creation Preparing masters for digital delivery, as well as DCPs for festivals  
(2 weeks) and Library & Archives. 
 
 
DISTRIBUTION PHASE 
 
Festival Release 
 
During our festival release, we will already be sending the film out to our digital platforms with 
contractual release dates. 
 
Digital Release (by 9 months after completion) 
 
NFB Streaming Platform (within 18 months of completion) 


